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MYTH 'AS ADVERTISING: An Analysis of Prime Time Amer-
ican Television Advertising psing'a Structural Methodolciy
Breed on the Theories .of Crtilde Levi-Strauss

Oraer`No. 791122?".
B,LECHMAN, Robert Kim, Ph.D. New Yorfc University, 1978.
23Spp.

The purpose of this stucix Was to determine whether there \
is an underlying structure in the advertis4inent5 qf prime time
American televinipn. A methddology based on ths theories of
the Structural Anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss was appliel
to a sample of television advertisemeats in order to determtne

"whether that artifact of American culture was similar to the '
systems of mythology of other cultures. °

TgleVision advertisements from eabi of the major net-
works (WABC -Channel 7, WCBS-Channel 2 klao:rNpg-Chlmel --
Op New York Gity were recordecton half-inch Video tape

'using a-Panasonlc 3130 videT recorder. The resulting video
taped were then transcribed usiiik the 310's Ibillty to play
eaCh actvertiseit etit in slow metion. A,tdtal of 180 different
advertisements Were transcr ibed in parallel coIumnAfpr the
audioand video porticOs. These transcripts viere then ana-
lyzed iccoriling to a structural methodology adapted from the
writings of Levi-Strauss.

A'Of the total samOle of advertisemeAs, forty-five 21.1 pre-. .
sented in this study to demonstrate the struciural

' between them. Seemingly disparate examples are shown to con-
e\ h(p identical undeilyt`ng,,strdctures, and to conforrq co the pat-

terns of a single aver-all set o rules of transformation and
presentation. It is shown that the elements of televisiOn ad-
vertising are assigned values and meanings based on their 'r

relativg position with a Nature/Culture opposition. Further-
more, lt is shown that yomen in advertising func4pn in a.
manner similar to the Trickster figure in Araditional mythology,
ixd that the structure of advertising ronfarnis to LevOStrauss's
description of .the structure of primitive mythic_ systems.

MONGETHNICITY, MULTIENTHNICITY AND THE TALE-
yIstoN COMMERCIAL: A CRITICAL ASSESSMENf

Order No. 1913885

7

f

BROWNE, Louis Alban, Ph.D. State University of New yprl
. A Buffalo, 1979. llOpp.

This study assesses the monoethnic ancfmultiethnic ature
and characteristic,s of television commercials aimed attb
Afro-American audience. Specifically, it seeks to establis
whether or not selected commercials can be classified as con-

.forming to a black meta-theory of communication paradigm
modified to determine the essential *blackness, or black
values and attitudes, in commercials. The meta-theory con-
sists of fox categories: Frame of Reference, Presentational
Fora!, Strecture, and Context. Each of these elements was
divided Into 14 -polar citegories. Frame of Reference was
classified as either style or straight; Presentational Form
was classified as informal o( formal; Struclure was classified
as vernacular and non,yernaailar and Context was classified ti
as representative or non-____Lrepresentative.

Ten commercials with Afro-American characters were
randomAy selected .ki.fter krty -eight hours of television moni-
toring over sis consecutive days on ARC,- CBS,- and NBC-
affiliated stations in Buffalo, New York. The rernathing three
were sele'cted by the author In Houston, Texas. Three judges
evaluated the commercials based on the meta-theory paradigm.
The incirlei,ce of agreement among the judges was exceptionally
high. Amongthe ten randomly-selected ads four contained all
black pirticipants. Two of these the judges concluded were
low In black content, (me high, and one rnixed. The other six,
with black and white participants, weee generally determined
to be lox in black content. In the author -selected group two
were evaluated as being high in lblarlowss." The third re-
ceived a mixed rating.

This study tudir ates that the symbolic character of a com-
mercial Indicates its degree of monethnicity or rnuitiethnicity.
it also is 'apparent that some of *fie determinante can be leo
lated, hence promising f acil Ation for Improvement 01 the
communicative content.

14
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THE IMPACT 'OF 'i'ELEVISIgN FOoD CUMMACIAS ON
YOUNG CHILDREN Ordefr NoN 7902081

!URNS, .Timothy Matthew, Ph.D. The`Onio State University,
1978. 208pp, , r

The ob4ct of this study was to investigate 'tele1;f1sion foodcommerci-ls directed to young children. More specifically,
the study-concentrates on thrce distinct areas: ,(1).'st content
analysis of fond comniercials that assesses the reliance monten attributes ()Vic-Mutt Data and Sales Persuasion TeChniques;(2) a test of four). and six-year old chilhen's familiarity withprodett appekrince/shape, prodpct packaging, and thli jingle/ .sloganteed tn five particular celreal commercials; and (3) par-
ent-child interaction that results from children seeingeertain
cereals advertitsed in television commercials and Olen, requestN .in; their par to purchase the cereals.

'Television food commercials that aired during .a three-hdur
period (8930,11:00 A.M.) on July 3, 1975) in Columbus, Ohio

,twrs videotaped-and then arialy.zed ingt\vidilally to determine
the relianoe upon ten attributes tn tkach commertiall. Then.a
pilot study was conducted in Pasadena, California which.mei-

, Elrod childrer's familiarity with all Cereal products advertised.,A decisiol was made to focus,on only those cereal'Commercials
.which were the most fainiliar to the four- and sd-year-Iteld sub-.. Jetts. The data indicated that the five most familiar cereal

products'Iverte Cheerios, Frosted Fi'kes, Lucky Charms, -Raisin Bran, and Rice Krispies. Usitig this infikmation along.41 with procedures which were altered because of_Rroblems in
sOlicitWi data from young children in the pilot study, :eats of

..famillakity viere conducted with the product sample, the pack-
aging, and the jingle/slogan for each of the five cereals selected

1from the pilot study. Four- and six-year-old subjects were
sin" saniPles of tlie nye products, packagings, and jingles/

's 'slogans. t'amiliarita; (recognition) was determined simply bY
'yes/no" responses. In the final 'mufti parents of the subjects
who partfcipated in the tests of familiarity were asked to re-
spond to two etatements on a questIonnalre, namely, (1) My
child has requested me to purchase tAse cereals, and (2) I
have purchased these-cereals as.ie,tei .1t of my child's'request
for them. Data'frotre study wYre c'ompared with the attri-
hates ofkiProduct Da and Sales Persuasion Techniques in the
first etiely to determine if there was a relationship between the
attritutes within the cornmerciale themselves and the purchases
that parents m 1

The chi square-distribution was used to analyze the data tn
the ,tests of familiaritY and the .05 level of significance was
used thrughout the investigation.

Results bf this investigation indicated that for the total num-
ber of commercials analyzed in the content analysis, there was
little variability between reliance on attribute's of Product Data
and Sales Persuasion Techniques. However, significant vari-
ability did occur among the attributes within each category.
In the tests of familiarity with the products, the packagtng, and
the jinglee/slogans, the data indicated definite variability among
the three indices as well as between the responses of folr- and
six-year-old subjects. The data did not, however, indicate that
there Is correlation between the three measures of familiarity
and the ten attriinites of Product Data and Sales Persuasion
Techniques. The study which investigated parent-child inter-
action resulting from young children requesting parents to pur-
chase cereals which they had seen advehlsed oh television,
yielded data which indicated little eariability among the. five
cereals in either the children's remiests for their parents to
purchase the cereals, or the parents actual purchases of the
cereals. A major finding in this investigation was the tact that
of the three indices of familiarity explored in this study, jingles/
sl"xis were most consistently recognized by both four- and

,-year old subjects suggesting that this 'is a most effective
aspect of television food commercials aimed at young children.

r
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COMPARATIVE MEDIA EFFECTIVENESS IN A1 ES'--
GELISTIC CA.MkPAIGK A SURVEY OF COMM ICATiON

, IN THF CAMPAIGN FOR CHRIST 'Order"No. 7913402
1

CA1LLOUET, Larry.Marein, Ph.D. Univefsity of Illieois
Urbanae.Champaip, 1978. 165pp.
,

The primary puriiose of this research project was to de-
terniintewhich communication melia are most effective In art'
evangillistic persuasive campaign. Effectiveness was con:
confect in terms of degree of exposure, informativeness, and
infbaince toward attendance at the preaching services of the
Campaisn. The six media included in the comparison were
(V) billboards, (2) newspapers, (3) radio, (4) television, (5) or-
ganizational media, and (6) interpersonal media. Two sec-
ondary obiectivea or this project Isere to determine whether
the AMA whichare most informative for a religious event
differ from the most informative media for a non-religious,
non-political event and to determine which characteristics Wu-
tingolsh impondents to an evangelistic campaign (attenders)
from non-respondents. Fifteen trainedyolunteer interviewers
conducted 488 telephone interviews with residents of Madison
County, Alabama, during the week following the Campaign for
Mist, an evangelistic event sponsoi.ecl by the thurches of
Chriet in north Alabama during March 26-30, 1975.

The following were major findings: (1) For non-Church of
Christ members (N-COC), the media with highest exposure,
in descending ortier, were newspapers, terevision, and inter-
r ffsonal niedia. For Church of Caist members (COC) the
media withfaighesSexposure were television, friends, church,
ane family. (2) For N-COC, ielevasion was clearly the most
InformatirSmedium, followed by newspapers, frienas, and
radio. For COC, church, television, friends, and newspapers

'were each highly informative. (3) For .N-COC, friends, tele-
visloo, and family were the most influential media, For COC,
church was the major influenee. Family, television and friends
were also influential. (4) Non-Church of Christ merhbers
showed a strong tendency to depend on the same media for in-
formation about the Campaign for Christ as for an entertain-
ment event, the Holiday on Ice. This was not true for Church
of Christ members. ,(5) For N-COC, the most important pre-
dictor characteristics of attendance were information received
frorn friends, information from billboards, and education. For
COC, the most imPortant predictors were frequeecy of church
attendance, personal attitude toward the campaign, information
from family, and information from church.

These results indicate that in an evangelistic canipaign, the
mass media, especially newspapers and tc'evision, are the
mast 4ffective media in terms of exposure and informative-
ness. However, In terms of influence, interpersonal media
are the most effective.

MEDIA POLICIES ANT) NATIONAL DEVELOPMSNTAL
CHARACTERISTI(SS OF SIXT'SEN ASIAN Cs TNTRIES

(-der No. 79v2004

SsCHENG, JeS-Cheng, Ph.D. The Ohio State University, 1978.
1Mpp. Advisers: Professor Thomas A. McCain, Professor
Victor D. Wallir.

This study was an attempt to investigate empirically the
media poHciesset 16 Asian countries based on the analysis of
their national aggregate data, and further to explore the possi-
ble relationships betweenenedia policies and national develop-
mental characteristics in Asia. Five research questions were
developed to guide this research: I. How can the Asian coun-
tries be clustered and described in- terms of their media poll-
ckss? 7. What media policies typify each of the clustered
countries? 3. What media polities differentiate the-clusters
of'the countries? 4. Do the countries clustered differently
based on the media policies also differ significantly in terms
of their developmental characteristics? 5. What types of media
pollcius tend to relate significantly to what developmental char-

sarteristicsS,
Twenty indicators were chosen to depict patterns of media

policies: media development, media freedom, media content,
anti media ownershtp. National developmental characteristics

were represented by six indicators: par capita, GNP, the
clainge of per capita GNP, income distribution, political free-
dom, physical quality of lifeeeend the extent of urbanization.
Sixteen Asian countries were then selected on the basis of the
availabiiity.of their' national aggregate data for the indicatdrs
stablished.

The national aggregate d ita from 100 to 1975 were col-
lected when available, aml they avere then Q factor analyzed.
The results of the oblique rotation were analyied and inter-

. preted. The cowitriep loading significantly on each of the ex-
tracted factors were then,taken Into account for analyst, of
variance. Multiple correlation was further titled as a method
to explore the relationships between media policies and devel-
opmental characteristics.

The major findings of the study were as follows:
1. Three factors representing three types of media policies

emerged. Overall, Asian countries were similar to a great
extent in most aspecti of media policies.

2. Ckie country type identified was the telfvfsidn-orieuted
country, which was best typified by their much greater similar-
Itios in the length of television broadcastang.and less similar
in their annual newsprint ,tonsumption. The second 4butitry
type wa# non-television ,cduntry which consisted mainly of non-
television countries. The third countrY type was the newsprint
country since they were factot4ed together primarily because,

.they shared greater similarities in two newspVird-related in-
dicators.

3. Three types of Asian media policies were distiaguished
from one another by three dominaht indicators: hours of sonnet
television broadcasting, the average and the change of annual
newsprint consumption.

$4. Thelfiree country types were significantly differnt in
thole per capita .GNP and' the exteet of urbanization. They
were not aignificantly different in their income distribution,
freedom, and physical quality of life. The newsprint country
had the highest development level.

5. The levet ofmedia development had significant relation-
ships with national develotimental characteristics except tn-
come distribution, and political freedom. The broadcasting
content, media freedom and television ownership.were also sig-
nificantly related to some indicators of developmental charac-
teristics.

Iniplications of the findings and future research suggestionit
were discussed.

MEDIA USE AND PROGRAM PREFERENCE OF THE EL-
DERLY TELEVISION VIEWER Order No 7902005 4

CHENG, Mu-Lan Hsu, Ph.D. The Ohio State University, 1978.
239pp. Adviser: Professor Robert R. Monaghan

The purpose of this research Is to explore the elderly's
viewing preferences when utilizing commercial television."The
specific statements of problem include: (1) How do older Amer-
icans use commercial television and radio today? (2) What
are the Informatioh needs and interests of the aged? (3) Toy
what degree do commercial television end radio meet these
interests and needs? (4) How cottld commercial television and
radio meet these interests and needs? and (51 What are the
aunt/ale or coreeructs which describe the elderly in terms of
pi sterences for ideal programming?

To answer the first four questia ns, a survey with personal
interviews wae copducted among a total of 290 subjects aged
62 or over who resided In private homes, state-supported re-
tirement institutions, and private senior citizen housing insti-
tUtions in Columbus, Ohio. Of these interviewed, 70 were males
and 220 females.

The results from the survey indicated that the elderly relied
on Sit broadcast media extensiven to deal with our society
and the itiorld. Their consumption of televieion was relatively
higher than that of radio. As to viewing time pri/ference eae-
sing (7:00 p.m. - 10:h9 p.m.) was chosen as the most pop-aur
time siesment for the elderly to watch television, whereas early
morning (6:00 a.m. - 8:59 aen.) was the most popular for lis-
tening to radio, The seniors interviewed seereed to derive at
least moderate enjoytnent from all television program types
except poorly written day-time dramas, detective shows, and
programs judged violent and obscene. Older people found the



greatest pleasure from music,news and public affairs on ssdio
while phone-in talk shows were considered the least enjoyable.
As to information needs, a great number ef the seniors pointed
out that the inisrmation of health care and medicine as ex-
tremely import it. They indicated that information Offered
over radio and television about health, pension/government pro-
gram, services/activities for the elderly, and education for re-
tirement has been inadequate.

To answer the last esearch question, 3f3 hypotheticalotele-
vision programs base upon the results of the survey and the
programming appeals or general audience were generated in a
Q analysis., A total of 30 subjects, drawn from the survey sam-
ple, were employed. The results of the Q analysis showed that
five types of viewer existed among the elderly. The five el-
derly viewer types included the Comedy Viewer, the Pragmatist'
Viewer, the Detached Participator Viewer, the Other-Direeted
Viewer, and the Transiiional Viewen".

TELEVISION VIEWING, ACHIEVEMPNT, 1Q, AND CRE-
ATIVITY Order No. 7911886

CHILDS, John Hansen., Ed.D. Brigham Young University, 1978,
115pp. Chairman: Canis R. harms ,

It was the purpose of this'study to determine if there was a
relationship between commercial television viewing and the
academic; IQ and creativity scores of secord and sixth grade
students t Naples Elementary School. The findings indicate
a significant negative relationship.between the hours of viewing
commercial television and. (1) math and readiag scores of sec-
ond grade students, (2) math, reading and language usage
scores of second grade g:, Is, (3) reading scores of sixth grade
girls. There was a significant positive relationship between
(1) hours of view ng commercial television and the originality
scores of second grade boys, (2) nursher of hours viewed by
second and sixth grade students and the number Of hours viewed
as perceived by their parents, '(3) math scores of girls in sec-
ond and sixth gracw who viewed ten hours or less than those who
viewed thirty hours or more, and (4) math scores of girls in
the second and sixth grades who viewed twenty to thirty hours
and those who viewed over thirty hours of commercial televi-
sion. t.

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TRANS-
FERABILITY OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC PRINCIPLES TO
THE STUDY OF THE SCREEN MEDIA Order No, 1901067

CORCORAN, Farrel John, Ph.D. University of Oregon, 1978..
122pp. Adviser: Dr, William ft. Elliott

A 'semiotic approach to the analysis of communication
through the screen media maY be a way to direct a systematic
enqui ry into 3 range of 'ordered problems concerning how we
understand mediated messages. The adoption of a linguistic
aiodeb, on whirh a semiotic approach is based,,prt sents some
lifficulties, becau.se of the difference between natural Lan-

guages and vidistic codes,. However, the possibility of discover-
ing a grammar which contiols the processbig oT mediated mes-
sages can be based un the techniques of taxonomic lingui2tics,

The first task in construCting a srammar of tne Invairiant
features of film and video is the isolation of the stinimal unit
of such a rsamm m r. flint-making lkadition suggests the shot
as the unit hut there is no pioof that it has any psycholotrical
reality, that is, that it is a unit in the isrreptual analysis of

Inessag3' hY a viower. Psycholinguisties suggests a way of
testing whether the 1...hot has .% h1rj1 psychological coherencie
As interior us: stimulus introduced into a SIWPCh Ileq"nr
tuiAlocated hy .,tomjcrt,; if it occtirq within a grammatia.tl mmcmli
Mitch resists interruption frutrt cctritiviats

holm glicm it'4.,1 1mm derwifist rat(' liii psyclif-
louteal, r,t1Ity 1 gunurat Ice scaminar, Its adapeitiou to vldis
tics does lull pro.-ouppst, the existonre of a sranoo hut rather
is used to examine the minimal unit of such 4. gra r.

An experiment was desiened to test the transferability Of
the method to television, Shult mi wore distinguished from each
other in terms of camera -to -mil. wet distance, this being one of

the most salient characteristics of television shots. Flashes
Of white light were inserted into sequences of shot§ in the fol-
.1owing four ways: in a close-up Well was followed by a me-
dium shot, and in a close-up which was followed by a long shot;
at the boundary of a ck i-up and a niedhirn shot, and at the
boundary of a close-up and a long shot.

The resulting e :perimental design was a. 2 x 2 Win square
in which two groups of subjects were exposed to sequences
which had flashes either in or betWeen shots. The shots had
two levels of abruptness oi change. Sixty-one subjects weree
run individually. It was bypothesised, based on psyCholinguis-
tic theory, that (1) withln-shot flashes would be subjectively
displaced to shot boundaries, and (2) between-shot flashes
would be located with a high degree of accuracy. Neither hy-
pothesis was supported., Reasons for the isilure of psycho-
linvistic principles to transfer to screen media probably
are grounded in differences between the visual and the audi-
tory perceptual systems,

ADOLESCENT INVOLVEMENT WITH TELEVISION CHAR-
ACTERS AND DIF7ERENTIAL ATTRIBUTION t TRATEGIES

Order No. 7822250

DURALL, Jean A., Ph.D. The University of Wisconsin-Madi-
son, 1978. 2420p Supervisor: Professe - Steven H. Chaffee

Thia was an exploratory study focusing on adolescent in-
volvement with television characters, attributions about the
causes of television cMracter's behavior, and their relation-
ship. Involvement was conceptualized as two mutually ex.'.
elusive levels: recognition, or feeling that you know the char-
acter; arid, identification, or wanting to be like the character.
Attributions were considered as ascribing causation to either
factors in the person (dlspositioeal) or to factors in the situa-
tion. It was peediCted that recognition should lead to' more
situational attriouttons while identification Would produce
.more dispositlonal attributic\ns. Other variables were grade
of subjeet (sixth or tenth), seX of subject, sex of 'television
character, and, either adult or adolescent status of the TV
characters.

Data were collectechn personal interviews with 82 slith
graders and 68 tenth graders drawn from a probability sam-
ple of students attending two area tniddie and high schools.
Interviewing was conducted by advance undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled in a research methods course.
Questioning focused on three specific situation comedy pre- ,
grams: Happy Days, One Day at a,Time, and Welcome Hack
Kotter.

Trie generarfIndings indicate that involvement, At least
with situation comedy charactees, is not very extensive. The
recognition aspect of involvement, or feeling that you know the
ch.aracteris more generalized than is identification, or want-
ing to be like the character. The most striking finding was
the strong Indication that these two aspects of involvement are,
not independent, as theorized, but that recognition is a neces-"
sary condition for luentification. There was some, support for
grade and sex differences in both identification and recognition
but these were not substantial except in the case of same-sex
and ceoss-sex identification.

Considering the attribution measureg Mont, the evidence
which emerged was more speculative. There was no indica-
tion of any relationship between measures of attribution across
different television shows although there was some tendency
for similarity between characters from the same show. A sec-
ond finding was that, in general, attributions about television
characters refer mare to situaticfnal factors than to personal
qualities. Much of the analysis and discussion surrounding
the attribution measured involved different attempts to estab-
lish the reliability and validity of those measures and the ase
eociated findings.

Little evidence for a significant relationship between level
of Involvement and type of attribution was found. Theta, was
some indication of a positive relationship between recognition
and situational attribution but this trend was reversed for two
of the six characters studied, In general, the results reflect
more heavily on the separate concepts of Involvement and at-
tribution rather than on any relationship between the two.



AN ANALYTICAL-DESCRIPTIVE-HISTORICAL STUDY OF
THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO AND TELEVISION IN
DENMARK Order No. 7902596

EUBANKS, Robert Eugene, Ph.D. The Pennsylvania Siete Uni-
versity, 1978, 203pp. Adviser: Barr id E. Nelson

This study has as its major conc srns: the development of
the management and authority structure by which Danish broad-
cuting operates; the development of programming and the
changes which have taken place in the programming structure
of redio and television; and the forces which have exerted an
influence in bringing about change in the broadcasting system
in Denmark.

Danish broadcasting was,given direction in its beginning by
a few men who placed primary emphasis on the artistic ele-
ments of the culture. Tne philosophy of Danish broadcasting
has been that the cultural level of the masses must be raised
by the programming of the medra. The last 20 years has seen
a movement away from this basic assumptidn in the direction
Of fulfilling the demands for more light entertainment desired
by the general public. This movement took place as less ran-
trol over programming was exerted by the person in charge of
the day-tp-day operatlorieof the service.

Severak forces have been at work to bring about change
within the system and the structure by which it ts controlled.
In the early years of the system's development the listeners
who had formed clubs to encourage broadcasting had a strong
influence on programming and operation. :elle influence of the
clubs diminished as the peliteed power structure recognized
the potential of broadcasting fin 'nenging change in the society
and, therefore, extended through legislation, its ability to in-
fluenee the direction of the seetem. Although the political party
in power has been able to liring change in structure, it has not
been able to cl.ontrol utilization of the media by oppdsigeaoliti-
cal groups. The charismatic quality of party leaderg-en tele-
vision has proven an advantage to new and small political
groups and has brought about major realignment of party power.

The growth of outside programming is a majopfactor in the
changes Which have taken place. panmarks Radio, unable to
produce more of its own programming because of budget and
available talent, has turne e. te outside sources to fill the gap
created by demands for more and varied programs. There are
strong indications that the amount of outside programming is
a major factor in creatipg dissonance within the societee

This study indicates that there is a need for further re-
search in the areas of: atutiences forecornpeting programmipg;
the influence of the media in specific areas of cultural change;
and the political values and commitment of the individuals who
are appointed to represent the varMus cultural and societal
groups on the Radio CounciL

TELEVISION IN' THE I IVES OF OLDER ADULTS
Order No. 7903902

FLATT, Larry Wayne, Ph.D. University of Missouri - Colum-
bia, 1978. 149pp. Supervienre Dr. Arni T. Dunathan e'ee

Purpose

The general purpose of this study was to expand the present
knowledge about older adults in the Senior Citizen Centers
sponsored by The Saivatinn Army in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The
study was spectlically designed to provide information about
television as an environmental factor affecting the older adult
population in The Salvation Army Senior Citizen Centers in
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Method

-The sample or thie study consisted of one thousand older
adults who were randomly selected from participants of the
Centers. An Instrument was designed to collect data about
television in the lives of older adults and dietrihuted to each
p!trticipant through the Center r -ctors. The data secured
from the histiesnwnt were coded and key punolowl for analysis
hy the Unieersity of Miseouri CoMputer Center. The Statistical
Package for Social Sciences wa9 utilized for frequency counts
anti mean Fleores reletive to the researeh questions. f )

ConClusicins

The results of this study showed that the population pre-
ferred to watch concrete and non-fictional television programs;
they felt that television violence exemplifies crime in the cities;
they felt that the roles on television portrayed by older adults
were not major roles and that there is a need for more major
adult roles in television programs: The population did not con-
sider current television programming as satisfactory. Cur-
rent television programming was not meeting the needs and
interests of the oider adults. Older adult males preferred to
watch television from 6:00 p.m. until midnight, and older adult
females preferred to watch television from noon uptil 3:00 p.me
Most of the older adults agreed that tetevision fulfills a com-
panionship role, however, those who were married disagresti.
Older adults in the population who were single or widowed
agt eed that television fulfilied a compaelonship role, as did
those in fair or poor health.

Recommendations

Television programming should be changed to better serve
the needs and interests of older adults. Participatory training
programa should be established to help older adults understand
how television may affect their lives, and studies should be con-
ducted to deterinine the impact of television programing on
the older adult population.

A POLICY ANALYSIS OF -S-UBSCRIBER REACTION'TO
CABLE TELEVISION PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAMMING IN
NEW YORK CITY Order No. 7911241

GOSS, Patricia Bellamy, Ph.D. NeW York University, 1978.
153pp, Chairman: Professor Terence P. Moran

The ability of cable television systems to provide-the public,
thro,ugh public access channels, with an alternative medium of
communication from that of homogeneous commercial broad-
cast television was the focus of this study.

In1972 the Federal Communications Commission mandated
that all cable systems operating within the top 100 U. S. mar-
kets must provide a public access channel. The public access
channel must be available to the public on a 'first-come, first-
served" basis. Publle access channels have been operating in
New York City since 1970 because of local franchise arrange-
ments required by the city. This study solught to analyze public
access channel programming in New York City by determining
the objectives of the FCC in requiring public, access channel,
programming and then sureeying cable television subscribers
to determine to what extent the objectives were being met from
an audience perspeetive. The final portion of the study devet-
oped policy recommendatione for the future development of the
concept of public access. eris

The investigator examined all public documents presented
before the FCC which Contributed to the FCC decision, The
positions of various public Interest groups were examined, as
was the FCC decision itself. From this investigation five ob-
jectives of public access channel programming were isolated.
They were: (1) citizen participation in community dialogue
through a mass medium, (2) promotion of diversity in tele-
vision programming, (3) advancement of educational and in-
structienal television, (4) increasing informational services of
local government, and (5) Increasing access' to the media.'
These objectives formed the basis for the development of a
survey instrument with which to ascer tin the reaction of cable,
subscribers to public access channel p -ogramming.

A telephone survey of over 400 sub ;cribers to Manhattan
Cable in New York' City was conducted during December uf
1977. The results of the ,iurv(ly Indicated that over one-half pf
subscribers were.aware of the concept of publit aCcess, one-third of subscribers viewed public access programming regu-
larly, and that IV) of subscribers listed puh ic access as a
reason for subseriblee to cable televb;ion. The results 41011(4-
Indicated that cable :iubscribers were ic.vare of the concept
of public access view public acces!; prograins more feequontly,
view more divers; types of prIraius. and view publii access
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programs for information and educational reasons in addition
to entertainment reasons in higher psreentages that typical
subscribers not involved in the concept of public access.

A comparison of the survey results with the objectives of
public access programming indicated that the objectives were
being met to a substantial estent from the perspective of cable
television subscribers. On the basis of the results, the inves-
tigator made the following recommendations for the future de-
velopment of cable television public access policy: (1) To the
extent permitted by its enabling statute, the FCC should en-
courage and eneurce the present access requirements ,on a
nationwide basis, but (2) That additional regulations pertitning
to the further expansion of public access policy by the FCC
are neither necessary nor desirable. The study concluded that,
in a limited sense, public access policy has provided the indl-
vidual citizen with a viable alternative to the monolithic power
of brdadcast television.

APPLICATIONS OF COGNITIVE STYLE AS A PREDICTOR
Of RECALL, INFORMATION SALIENCE, AND ATTITUDES
TOWARD TELEVISION COMMERCIALS Order No. 7911151

HADLEY, Roger Henderson, Ph.D. The University of Okla-
homa, 1919,. 147pp. Major Professor: Dr.'Lynda Lee Kaid

It is the proposal of this study to explore a.number of dif-
ferent possible relationships between cognitive style and var-
ious cognitive and affective reactions to televisiOn commer-
cials. The concept of cognitive style in this inv'estigation seeks
to describe individuals in terms of such variables as ekefea-
ence for visual or auditory symbols, willingness to aecept 'the
influence of family figures or peers, and preferences for dif-
ferent modes of mental processing in order t9 derive meaning.

Specifically, the study attempted to compare,major and
minor coinitive style orientations of theoretical visual, lin-
guistic', tneoretical auditory linguistie, and qualitative/visual
for dilferences in information recall, iden'tification of salient
issues, and attitude toward a series of political tetevision corn-
thercials. The results failed to indicate that subjects with a
majorcognitive style orientation recalled more information
or identified more salient Issues t'han did suiijects with a minor
cognitive etylt orientation from a television commercial which
reflected the same ctIgnilive style orientatio The' results of
the study did provide evidence that cognitive .le is not re-
lated to attitude preference. The findings inliicate that the re-
lationship of cognitive style and response to television mes-
sages is still exploratory which deserves the attentice of
additional research to mass comnrunication.

v.(

REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES AND LEGAL CHALLENGES
TO DISCRIMINATORY TELEVISION ADVERTISING

Order No. 7901r

HOFFMAN, Mark'Leslie, Ph.D. Case Western Reserve Ifni-
versity, 1\78. 98pp.

This papur is a review of the available legal and quasi-
legal remedies to television advertising which are ava1lable-7
to a minority or special interest group. An analysis of the
available research and literature as to the prevalence and ef-
fects of sex diccrimlnation was used4as a vehicle to demon-
strate the alternatives available In any challenge to television
advertising and to evaluate the procedures and effectiveness
of each alternative. t-

Television Is universally recognized as the most prevalent
of the mass media In terms of numbers of persoos exposed to
it on a regular basis. The studies reviewed concluded that
television advertisements overwhelmingly portray women as
secondary or su'Jservlent to men in virtually all situations and
activities. Women are thus stereotyped into roles which only
reflect a very small portion uf their current status in society.

Considering the extensive exposure to television of most of
the population, many behavior theorists, have hypothesized that
television's capacity to teach or reinforce nialtes it one of the
strongest Influencing facts in the suclalizatkil prdeess. The
sexually biased advertisements found on television thus may

I I?

cause significant behavior learning of sexual ste 'eotypes which
are contrary and perhaps detrimental to the actual societal
status of women.

Remedial legal alternatives available to women and others
objecting to television advertisements include the adminis-
trative processes at the Federal CommunicationS Commission
(F.C.C.) and the Federal Trade Comrnission (F.T.C.) and fed-
eral civil rights laws. Many F.C.C. complaints formerly were
examined within the framework of the fairness doctrine. The
fairness doctei.ne, an operating requizement imposed on broad-
casters by the federal government, requires broadcasters to
air controversial issues of public importance and to broad-
cast differing views on these issues. In 1974, the ex-
empted standard product advertisements, the va,.. ,nalority of
commercials, from the doctrine. In addition, the U.S. Supreme
Cdurt has given First Amendment protection to this type of ad-
vertising.

Even withokit the fairness doctrine, complaints and lie nse
challenges may still be filed with the F.C.C. and women's

.rights groups have on occasion been remarkably successful.
The F.T.C. is empowered to regulate against deceptive or

misleading advertisements. Although in order to exercise its
authority the nature of a product must be deceptive and not
Merely the context it is advertised in, recent expansionist
trfnds at the F.T.C. indicate a possible widening of its role to
include broad social reform.

This study concluded that community based action using the
F.C.C. complaint proceir as a pressure point is the most
effective remedial approach. By forming a unified coalition
of women's rights political groups in a televisice station's ,

broadcast area, sufficient economic and political pressure can
be brought gpon a television licensee to force it to make
changes in its broadcasting policy. These changes are typi-
ce' y reduceg to written broadcasting policy reform agree-
menus between individual television licensees and the coalition
seeking changes in the portrayal of women in television ad-
vertising and are filed with the F.C.C. Although there is suf-
ficient law and theory to continue to pursue other rerr -dies,
substantial policy changes in the administrative agencies and
the courts mlist occur before corrective government action will
be available.

DEVELOPMENTAL ASPECTS OF CHILDREN'S IMPRESSION
FORMATIONS OF TELEVISION CHARACTERS

Order No. 7912023
ss HONG, Kisun, Ph.D. University of Minnesota, 1978. 216pp.

This study examined the impressions children form of tele-
vision characters. The key.question was whether children of
different ages and sexes form different types of impressions,

Guided by Piaget's theoretical framework, this study ana-
lyzed differences in children's impression formation at the
concreteand formal operational stageti. Children's free de-
scriptions of their favorite TV characters were discuSitod in
terms of differences In tileir organization, accuracy, and ab-,
straction levdts.

In order to operationalize the developmental constructs of
interest, particularly those'which deal with differences between
the concrete and formal operational stages, three age groups
of childrensecond, fifth, and eighth graderswere sajnpled.

The level of abstraction contained in each child's descr:p-
tion was determined by examining the number of assertions
the child mide about phy_sical./social identity, general behavior,
and personal traits of characters.

The data suggented a deOlopmental shift toward increased
use of personal ttit assertions.. This shift was most apparent
between the fifth (concrete operational stage) and eighth (formal
operational stage) grades, especially among girls.

The degree of organizatthn in children's character descrip-
tions was determined by examining the overall scheme that
each child used in describing them. The basis for judging the
degree of orgkmization was the presence of a semantic rela-
tIonfhlp between two or more assertions in the description.
Sernantir rOlaffinir!. itegori7cd in ternm of whethpr
taey represented an :videntiary 'atti itnitional, conditional, or
causal link between Nio 1 ri ore assertions



The data suggested that the degree oi organization increases
with age, the shift being most maOced between the fifth and

'eighth grades. Also, girls' impressions become more or-
ganised than boys.between these periods.

In addition to this categorization of semantrelationships,
sequential assertion patterns were also identifted. We (den-
titled three dimensions on which the organization of impres-
sions differed. These were: length of the description; different
abstraction level assertion sequences; and the abstraction level
of the initial assertion.

There were no age-related differences in the length of de-
scriptions or sequential combinations of different assertion
abstraetion level. However, eighth graders tended to start
their descriptions with personal trait assertions, which repre-
sent a high level of abstraction, .more often than the second and
fifth graders.

According to our data, with age, children make increasingly
abstract and organized character impressions. This change is
especially pronounced between the fifth and eighth grade% sup-
porting our hypotheses based on Piagetian cognitive deviltrOp -

4. mental theory.
With regard to' sex differences, this study suggests that

girls experience relatively clear developmental changes In
their verbal descriptions of TV characters between the fifth
and eighth grades. These sex differences may be due to the
'different social expectations which are placed on boys and girls
and their subsequent adjustment to these.

The accuracy of descriptions was determined by assessing
haw accurately each child estimated the ratio between charac-
ters' pro-social and aggressive behaviors. The levei of ac-
curacy was defined as the difference between the chlldren's
estimateOnd pro-social/aggressive ratio values which were
computeliSty means of program content analyses. With the ex-
ception of the secondgrade boys, all of the children shared
similar accuracy levels.

With age, however, children (especially girls) tended to-
evaluate TV characters asebeing more aggressive. Also, with
age, perceptual biases due to liking of characters decreasett
this, shift was most apparent between the fifth and eighth grades.
This implies that stage-like developmental changes alsc oc-
curred in the children's perceptual biases due to their liking of

acters.
This study suggests that children's information processing r'
TV, character attributes depends on the cognitive apparatus
y bring to the TV viewing situation and that their images of

characters vary considerably depending on these cognitive
structures.

PUBLIC RADIO IN COLORADO; A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT Order No. 7902832

HURT, William Earl, Ed.D. University pf Northern Colorado,
1978. 315pp.

Statement of the Problern

While the majority of the states in the United States are al-
locating state funds to public broadcasting, Colorado is not part
of the national trend. This is due, in part, to the lack of a `mas-
ter plan" for the development of public broadcasting in the state.
This study forms a hale for such a plan, intorming the inter-
ested reader and the Coloradis'LegisLiture about public radio,
offerina justification for state financiat assistance for public
radio, and recommending a system aad method of state finan-
cial assistance for public radio. The future of public broad-
casting in Colorado will probably depend on iome linancial as-
sistance from the :.tate government.

Procedure and Method

Between AprIl 1.11d SlIth!intAr, 1977, ,.urve were
buted by mall to publia radio stations. in the United Stateri. In
addition intervi.,w4 were arvanged w:th city government and
public radio ;:tatioe offonabi ii Colorado, hp data gathered
in these `-+ nid otter/low-I prfivided the bann of dizicos4ion
for this study,

A review of ell Vrt'llt HtPraturt. plus the author's ov.n knowl-
edge of the lubievi e.unpletePuted the main !ugly of the VAt.

Results

The findings indicate only 48 percent of Colorado's popula-
tion can receive full-service public radio while comparatively
approximately 70 percent' of the Uniyd States population can
receive this service. Also, public arid commercial radio can
coexist in a community by complementing and supplementing
one another. City officials indicated a need for public radio
since it benefits everypne, especially minority interests.

Colorado could afford public broadcasting based on the
state's sconomic gros and population tax base. Operation of
a full-service public radio station one year would cost each
Colorado citizen approximately-three cents per statiols Exist-
ing stations curnently receive most funding from nonstate and
less than stable sources, To maintain these stations, as well
as expand the number of statiorts to serve all Colorado citiaerui,
funding must be secured from a variety of sources, including
the state, Stability and Orvices tO the public by improving
`quality of life" are the basic arguments supporting the use of
state monies for public broadcasting.

ConclusiQns

The conclusions of this study westiortand long range rec-
ommendations for the Colorado LegMature based on the data
gathered.

The shertvange recolinc-tefidations included establishing a
state commission or agencts representing all areas of Colorado
and public broadcasting entities, to coordinate the finane 1g and
developmenl of public radio.. This commission or agency would
receive, screen, and analyze funding requests from all appli-
cants with recommendations for dire'd funding to the licensees
from the Joint Budget,Committee. 'Recommendations also in-
cluded establishing of minimum criteria for Stations eligible to
receive stat financial assistance aKi providing Interim funding
to existing full-service radio stations while the cornmissidn or
agency is formed.

Several long range recommendations were made for the
years 1979 through 1984. The sUte ahould comojete an engi.
neering study for state coverage which thcludes a Federal Com-
munications Commission application for increasing power of
eitistihg Stations. Joint production faciiilles shoe:a be estab-
lished for broadcasting events that trive stitewide interests.
E3dst1ng stations should become interconnetted and translators
or new stations activated to provide statewide coverage. FM
Sub-carrier Subsidiary Comniunications Authorization service
kr special interest needs should'be established. Finally, the
current master plan should be evaluated and a new plfn pre-
pared for the years following 1984..

These recommendations establish a base Foistem for coor-,
dination of state activities in public radio. State support woull
then be given only to stations demonstrating that they are pro-
viding educational, informational, and cultural services to their
communities. Future growth cf public radio could then be re-
alistically developed.

TnEVISION'S CONTRIBUTION TO YOUNG PEOPLE'S
CONCEPTIONS ABOUT OCCUPATIONS Order No. 7908749

JEFFRIES-FOX, Suzanne Kuulei, Ph..D. University of Pennsyl-
vania, 178. 283pp., Supervisor: Larry P. Gross

Statement of Problem

This study investiga)es television's contribution to occupa-
tional socialization through an examination of yRung people's

''-43eve1oping concepti as about'slx medical and/taw-enforcement
occupations. The study seeks to answer two/research ques-
tions. Firet, does television appexr to be making a contribu-
ilon of any importance to young people's conceptions, About oc-
cupational roles? Second, does television make a distinct
contribution, or is it merely reiterating or reinforcing ideas
that are presented thirough other sources?

Proedure and Methods

le personal interviews 21S juniorshigh-school Mu lents were
asked what they know and their sources of knowledg about six
occupations: police officers, lawyers, judges, doctors, pars-
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needlisensd psychiatrists. Rather than accept at face vela*
resposdests' attributions concerning from what sources cea-

fusia lioneeptions derive, a correlational analysis was' enspicrfoil.
Reapeadents' descriptioes of the occupations were corroixted
with their assessmeri of whether televiat7M provided any kneel-
edge at all about that occupation: Statistical procedures per..
tialled wet effects of social factors and source; of knoWedge
other thaw television.

Fladttege

Responder's spend more of their 'waking time watching tele-
vision than doing anything else, prefer fiction to any otherfor-
oak and frequerily talk about television programs. For all
occupations investiptet television is by far the mo," tee-
queatly-cited source of 1.rowiedge. The most prevalent Menlo-
types about the law enforcemert occupations are consistent al-
ma* entirely with television portrayals: this was less so kir
the medical occupations.

Reposure to larp amounts of television eras found to culti-
vate ways of understanding and describing the world that are
confided with, conventional interpretations of social reality.
The intbspendeni influence of exposure to television portrayals
ad particular occupations la most pervaitive and rongelt foe
those occupations that young people learn about almost exclu-
sively through television. Television portrayals cultivate the
molt widely-shared stereotypes about thoso jobs for which
they are the main source of information, and leis widely-
sharedeterootypes about occupation' for which television is
one source among others.

Television's inlluence on conceptions was found to be Arms
in three areas related to the entertairuhent cortext of television
portrelyals: understanding of an emotional/intellectual dimen-
sion to a job, knowledge about personal characteristics of job
incumbents, and broad definitions of the work. Television's
influence is less strong for aspects of jobs that are more
squally accessible through television drama and through mi-
ll* encounters: attributes of the job itself, behaviors the job
demands of its incumbents, and visually-linked stereotype'
about demographic characteristics of job incumbents.

Television's effects on stereotypes appear to operate wiClia
the framework laid by sex-role socialitation. While both 'Vint
aad girls who have seen television portrayals are more likely
this the others tounderstand psychological demands of the
Obs, television cultivates framing these demands in Wel-
lectral fermi among boys and in emotional terms among ties.
Itiposure to portrayals cultivates an appreciation of money
and work hOurs in boys, but not in girls.

Coacissions
Televtaion boss appear to be making an important and dis-

tinct costrilx.dloi . to young people's conceptions about peeve-
timid roles. The coviext of television portrayals, i.e., narra-
tive Ratios, shapes the social reality of viewers. Young people
learn not only the specific information about jobs but also the
diatesaiesa la which social reality should be understood.

Race many televislos-derlyed images cannot easily be dim-
ocatirszed through daY-to-day experience, these sweets of oc-
capstir,sal atereotypos may go unchafilinged. Beliefs derived
from television may bias interpretations of information from
other nources, in that new information must be assimilated .
Into ka already existing stereotype. Further, knowledge gained
Weigh televilion may heve long-range effects by providing
the !was for interaction.

THE PERCEIVED SOCIAL CLASS AND PUBLIC TELE-
VISION USE: A STUDX OF THE EFFECT OF CULTURAL
REFERENCE GROUPS ON AUDIENCE BEHAVIOR

Order Nu. 7909775

LICHTENsTEIN, Allen, Ph.D, The Florida State Univerein,
1978. Vigo). Major Professtw David J. LeRoy

The rAltionship between people's eel( perceived social
class aw; their use of public television is analyzed in this study.
Perceived social class ts the individual's Pubjective view of
his own class standing. It was hypothesiled that people with
a high class self image would be more Likely to watch public
televialon'than those with a different view ut themnelves.

The theoretical base of this study comes from the uses and
gratificftions perspective of media research'and from refer-
ence group theory. Uses and gratifications approaches media
research by searching for the reasons that peopl&chooet COT-
tain media. Reference group theory. lolks to the groups to .
which a pereon psychologically aligns himself. ;According to
reference group theory, an individual will at the attitudes,
taatn andbehaviors e those groupc. He do s this to rein-
force ids identification with them.

A syntfiesis of those two approaches States that one moti-
vation for media choices is to reinforce rtference grobp af-
filiation. Public television' is associated with higher' class
people. One raotivatice for public televisioo viewing is to re-
Worse an individual's feelings of being.part of this group,

Tlie relationship between people's subjective perceptions
of their social class and their use of public television was ex-
plored in a survey conducted in Tallahassee, Florida. The re-
spondents were asVd about their public television 'habits. They
also rated themselves on how thety view their own social class
standing. In addition, they were asked Oa state their feelings
about the major determinant of social class.

The data were analyzed Through a series of two stage die-
crimlnant analyses procedures. Tir4 parpose of this process
was to see how demographiciand perceived social class vari-
ables could discriminate between viewers and net -viewers of
certain types of public television programs. In the fIrgt idage,
the demographic variables were entered into the.equaticn. The
perceived social class variables were enter ed in a stepwise

,Nkring stage two of the discriminant analyses.
The s indicate a certain perceiVed social class ele-

ment involved with public television -iewing. Byitself, having
a high class-self image shows little ability to discriminate be-
tween viewers and non-viewers of public television. However,
whn the major determinant for making social class judgments
is also taken into'account, a pattern emerges where having a
high class self image based on a particular criterion shows an
association with viewing a particular type of publtc television
program. Having a high class self image based on education
is aesociated with Viewing cultural programs; a high class self
image based on ecOnornic factors,-with viewing inform:Jim
shows; and having a.hIgh class self image based on personal
values, with watching public affairs programs on public tele-
Thaw Thus, while the basic hypothesis of this stUdy was sup-
ported, the resultsindicate a more complex phenomenon than
originally thought.

MASS MEDIA AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTIN CHM
Order No, TIMMS

LEN, Nien-sheng, Ph.D. The Unive'raity of Wisconsin-Mseli-
son, 1978. 215pp. Supervisor: Professor Don R. Le DIIC

This dissertation attempts to analyse the hieory and de;
vulopment of mass Communications in modern China with
p rticultr emphasis on the character mid effects of modern
Mina's approach to national development after 1949. The work
begins with a study of the effects and character of mass com-
munication systems introduced by foreign inventors before
1949k particularly radio communications, the press and motion
pictures. These early efforts are then comparad to thee. ird-
tiated by the communist state from 1949 to the present

By relying on the initiative of the masses rather thee indi-
vidual economic adventurers, by relying on the 'capital of homes
effort' rather than foreign credits and monetary aid, and finally'
by emphasizing self-reliance and localism rather than central-
ization of efforts, modern'China is shown to provide a distinctly
unique, and essenttally non-Western, approach to the develop-
ment of a mass communication system.



14111TORY Moll DEVELOPMENT OF CABLE TELEVISION
,IN 111ALVM(RE. COUNTY, MARYLAND Jrder No. 7006755

MCCLEARY, Robert Francis, Ph.D. Ohio University, 1978.
404,ei. Director of DIssertatlyn: Dr. Roderick D. Rightreire

In 1V2, The Federal Contmunications COinmi,13ion adopted
the Third Report and Order which had theieffect of establishing
a three-tiered level of authority over the cable television in-
dustry, and formally opened the major television markets to
full cable development. While the federal agencV retained
most of the regulatory authority, it delegated to the respective
atates and local governments the imposing obligations of draft-;
ing franchises, implementing the franchising orocer 3, deter..
mining the Ituality of servii.es reedered and establishing sub-
scriber i.ates. In ordr to monitor the performance of state
a'd local authorities and to maintain the integrity of the federal
reguIfinons, the Commission provided for a certificatipn pro-
Cedure.

Tke purpose of this study is to examine a timely and sub-
s tidal franchising procedure in a major %elevision market to
see how the governing body approaches its regulatory obliga-
tions and whether its efforts prove or disprove the wtsdom and
practicality of the FCC's shared syitem of authority over'
cable television. A secondary goal'of the study is to docu-
ment )iow major cable companies approach the introduction of
CATV,into major broadcasting market*.

ten histoeical examination of the franchising process that
took place in Baltimore County, Marelend, from Decomberof
1971 to April of 1975, was conducted. Although pOrtions of the
county were within several television coverage zones, the
County Coticil viewed the nix hundred sonar* mile area as
one incorporated community subject to a single cable franchise.
Newspaper articles led trade publications were used to develop
a framework for the study. Examination of letters, atereffIce
steoisoda, proposed and adopted legislation, franchise appli-
cations, advisor reports and public hearing transcripts pro-
vided petmnry source material for the study. In addition; an
examination of the documents filed before the FCC relating to
the applicatitin for the cartUicate of compliance, was conducted
to ccmplete the case study.

It la concluded that the Baltimore County Council, actin as
"Made legislative bOdy for the incorporated jurisdiction,
%limited an acceptable franchise ordinance that met the needs
of the county residents. Borrowing from several model fran-
chisee sivi a critically praised ordinance drafted for Arlington,
Virginia, the County:Council compiled an ordirelce that en-
compassed what was considered to be the best of each docu-
ment.

Kis further concluded that the County Council possessed
the 4pacity to conduct a proper and thorough franchise pro-
ceeding. In spite of its capability, however, the council erred
by failing !o properly anticipate the size and scope of the MO
it had obliptedeltself to complete. Unrealistic deadlines end
restrictive sthedules, in part prbmpted by the threat of state
preemption over cable franchising, contributed to an inefficient
and, St ttmes, exasperating proceeding.

The study alsoreveals that the County Council Made a satis-
factory selection from among the applicants, based upon qualita-
tive criteria that were relev-eit to the council's frame of refer-
ence. While all applicants met the minimum quantitative
qualifications, only two companies performed ascertainment
sun, eye and offered substantial lu.al programming proposals.
Of the two noted companies, only one offered true local control
over the cable system.

From the evidence eilamined, is concluded that the County
Council did not show f oritism toward any one applicant. Be-
cause of the number of politically influential residents that
were usoclated with the various cabin companies, the council
made a concerted effort to render an objective decision.

It is finally concluded that although Baltimore County ful-
filled its franchising obligations, the FCC failed to execute its
resooneibilitles in en effective manner. A time-consuming ef-
fort to gain COmmission certification transpired because the
FCC misld several cable companies and the County Council
and made no effort to correct the misunderstanding until a
certificate was applied for
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THE LANGUAGE OF THE SATURriAY MORNING GHETTO:
A CONTENT ANALYSIS Ok THE iERBAL ENVIRONMENT
AND VERBAL AGGRESSIOSI IN LATURDAY MORNING PRO-
GRAMMING Order No. 7903073

MCCORKLI3, 3uzanne, Ph.D. University of Colorado at Boul-
der, 1978. 287pp. Director: Professor Harold Hill

The potential effects of television as a socializer of children.
is a matter of current concern. This study examined arguments
concerning television's potential effects, presented an argu-
ment for the analysis of television's verbal dimensions, and
content analyzed five hours of Saturday merning programs.
Analysis was focused to answer questions concerning the verbal
environment in Saturday morning programming.' Three content
analysis tools were developed to measure (I) general context
features and character attributes, (2) the occurrence of suppor-
tive or defensive communication, and (3). various other cate-
gories of verbal responses. Computerized concordances also
were produced to create a vocabulary of the Saturday morning
view.ng hours.

The Saturday morning verbal environment wai found to be
characterized by language which described informed, or in-
landed. Several common stereotypes were reinforced. Ex-
hibit.d :,Inguage generally was not aggressive, although a ten-
dency emerged for Characters to adopt defensive end personally
attacking postures. Men spoke more than women, but women
showed more diversity in the types of verbal responses utilized.

THE INFLUENCE OF TELEVISION ON, THE READINESS
AND POTENTIAL LITERACY OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

Order No. 7912698

MacK1NNON, Colin Frederick, Ed.D. University of Massachu-
setts, 1979. 164pp. Director: Reginald Damerell

Methods of transmitting information to the public have
changed in the last twenty...five years; the utility of reading
and writing has also chenget The published decline of SAT
cores, the difficulty of teaching reading and.writing to young .

children, the concern about accountability in public schools,
and the widespread impact of television viewing on our society V.
provide subjective evidence of these changes.

The pre-school readiness scores of two hundred pre-school
children from a rural community were compared to the number
of hours of daily television viewing reported by parents during
a pre-school interview as one means of establishing the rola-
tiooship between television viewing and its possible influence
'on the reading readiness of pre-schoolera. The areas of readi-
ness assessed we:e flne-motor, gross-motor, perceptual-
motor, and personil-social domains. (The language develop-
ment of the pre-:, 'qolers was not addressed irethis study.)
Anecdotal ev`.dence ,rn the writer's.experiences, Meld ob-
servation in a rural scs. ,o1; as well as curricular guidelines
were offered against a background description of an overview
of literacy and growth ( ncn-pi int media.

Although no signifk rt e'rect of television viewing was es-
tablished as a result of :hie :.tudy (Significance was detefmined
by a score greater or le :e one standard deviation from, the
mean in sub-test as well e, al test Scores), the depression
tit fine-motor, groSs-moto. , mid personal:social scores among
children viewing more than two hours of television daily was
noted, as was the overall effect of television experiences on
the readiness of those sampled.

The study concludes that The kinds of activity choices avail-
able in the homes of pre-schoolers can affect the child's readi-
ness to read if the dominant activity is televisior viewing.
There must be t balance between television vieWing and skill
building activities in the psychomotor domains. Even though
the stud:, shows that television does offer a slight benefit in
the perceptual-Motor area, it falls to provide readiness ex-
perienceq in the other psychomotor are:Is

The study recommends that patents and educators be more
cautious ,thout the demands which television indkes on the time
of pre-sctmlers. Where possible, parents are encouraged to
make conscious decisiims about their children's discretionary
time. Educators are encouraged to a_ssess the affect of the
process of television Viewing on the eeadiness of pre-sehm
children.



TAIXVISICIN AND SOCIALIZATION ON PROSOCIAL AND
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR Ordet No, 7900726

MILLER,-Matthew Mark, Ph.D. Michigan State University,
WM 167pp.

This research examined effects of television exposure and
identification with television characters on children's perfor-
mance of prosoclal and angsoeial behaviors. The prosocial
behaviors considered were altruism, affection, and self-expres-
sion; the antisocial behaviors 'considered were verbal aggres-
sion and physical aggeession.

Past research concerning effects of televthion on children
focused on'the impact of specific televised behaviors on per-
formance of the same behaviors. While this research con-
sidered such direct linkages, attention was also paid to
'crossed effects,' i.e., effects of prosocial tele*iision or: an
tinocial behavior, and of antisocial television ort prosocial be -
havior . -

Reasoning from metational-stiMulus contiguity theory, 14
hypotheses were derived concerning direct effects, crossed ef-
fects, and interaction effects of television exposure and of iden-
Minden with television characters..

A questionnaire was admlnistered to '121 fourth, sixth, and
eighth graders to gather -;ata their exposure to 15 selected
television programs, thar identification with 16 selected tele-
vision characters, and *heir own performance of specinc so-
cial behaviors.

Multiple-item indexes were constpcted as indicators of
the respondents' performance of the specific behaviors. Data
derived from content analysis of the selected programs and of
the programs in which the selected characters appeared were
used to weight the exposure and identification measured to form
indexes.

Mi Indexes were related to sex and grade and the effects
of these variables were statistically controlled in the subse-
quent analysis. Modest, but positive and significant, correla-
tions were found between exposure to and performance of each
of the specific behaviors supporting the direct effects hypoth-
eses, However; contrary to the crossed effects hypotheses,
positive correlations were found between prosocial exposure
and antisocial behavior and antisocial exposure and prosocial
behavior.

The direckeffects hypotheses for identification were sup-
ported only with reference to expression and physical aggres-
sion. The crossed effects hypotheses for identification were
not supported wich the appropriate correlations being either
positive or non-significant.

Tests of the interaction hypotheses revealed that the anti-
social exposure-behavior correlations were lowest when pro-
social exposure was high. However, the prosocial exposure-
behavior correlations were not systematically affected by levels
of antisocial exposure. Prosocial and antisocial identification
.did not alter one another's effects.

ne hypothesized that identification with Characters who
perfornlid specific types of behavior would enhance the effects
Of exposure to the same behavior. The highest .prosocial ex-
poeure-behavior correlations did occur at the highest levels
of prosocial identification., however, the relationship was mark-
edly curvianear. The exposure-behavior correlations were
relatively high at the lowest levels of identification, and were
near zero at middle levels of identification. The interactions
of antisocial e'xposure and identification were less systematic
with the highest exposure-behavior correlations occurrtng at
moderately high levels of identification fur verbal aggression,
and at lowest levels of identification fur physical aggreset,Y.:.

Tlie findings suggest multiple prOcesses may accott,.. for
the effects of both exposure and identification. Televin:cm F:x
posure appears to lead not only to imitation, but alr..3 to
heightened arousal which, in turn, increases levels of all oe-
haviors. tentification appears to operate through one pro-.
cess among children who want to be like television characters
and through a distinctly different process among children who
deny wanting to be IO television characters.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE STRUCTURAL CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF THE TELEVISION IMAGE ON HUMAN COM-
MUNICATION IN INTERACTIVE TELEVISION

Order No. 7911259

' PARK, Ben Kimball, Ph.D. New York University, 1076. 306pp.
Chairman: Professor. Nell Postman

Interactive Television (IATV) is a communication environ-
ment in which discant participants see and hear each other via
two-way television pictures and sounds. Since the early 1960's,
IATV has shown promise in health care, education, and other
fields when distane,, maidistribution of human resources, ordisability has m. Inication difficult.

The present stuuy lb based on two assumptions:
J.. That conditions pf communication in .IATV are de-

fined in terms of communication experience in face-
to-face environments, the only previous environments
providing synchronous sights and sounds among in-
teractora.

2. That inteaactors using IATV depend on the struc-
tura characteristics of television images both to
present their selves and to glean information of
those with whom they are interacting.

Precisely-describable structeral characteristics of tele-
vision's two-dimensional images were identified:

1. Separation (discrimination of edges, shapes, etc.)
2. Color (from all-, pectrum white to achromatic black)
3. Frame (the arbitrary surround of the image)
4. Perspective (principally the lens's central perspec-

tive)
.5. Focus (related to depth of field)
6. Motion (of both frame and contents)
7. Editing (principally change in point of view)
8. Relative Time (single or multiple layers of past)
9. Synchronous Time (present tense, alive", Now)

The first eigtit characteristics were defined as deriving
from precursor imaging technologies (drawing, painting, prints,
photography, cinema.) Synchronous time in images is unique .

40 television technology.
Imaging functions of the structural characteristics were

reviewed from the perspectives of psychology of perception,
philosophy of art, and cinema.

Conditions brought to IATV from the experieace of face-
to-face Interaction were adduced from the work of Erv"ig
Coffman:

a. Boundaries evident to sight and hearing
b. Copresence of the transactors
c. Open lines of seeing and hearing
d. Facilitation of synchronous feedback
e. Richness of information flow
f. 'Opportunity fur closure, all-encompassing engage-

ment
Opportunity both to er od and receive
Consistent visual orientation

i. Ability to send embodied linguistic and expresAve
messages

Ability to receive embodied messages.
Ability to ihitiate encounters by looks, gestures,

speech /
I. Ability to fake leave

m. Ability Co present selves'in appropriate roles
n. Ability to engage In sways (reveries, brown studies,.

reflections)

After prelim try observations, forty-two hours of trans-
actions were Os( rved in an IATV system based on rablé tele-
vision in Reading, PennsyP,ania. Behaviors related to struc-
tural characteristics were noted. Each note was examined for
its involvement with the above conditions. Each concurrence
of a characteristic with a condition was described and desig-
nated a characteristle/condition (c 'r) pair. 194 Pairs were
described,

g.

k.

t . Separatim was chiefly associated with communication
difficultie6 arising from correctable technical faults.



3. COtor was infrequently referred to in this monoohrome
system.

3. Frame was associated with adaptations of traditional
behaviors and newly-learned behaviors particular to
IATV.

4. Perspective related to upstaging and blocking prob-
lems.

S. Focus was infrequently either problem or enhance-
ment.

6. Motions all were associated with camera movements.

7. Editing was associated with enhancement of several
conditions, all related to its positive statement of
change of place.

I. Relative time was in com7let with interaction except
where past actions could be combined with present
ones.

9. Synchronous time was pervasively associated with
all conditions and is described as the temporal com-
ponent which makes the illusion of eye-contact pos-
sible in IATV.

ATTITUDES OF THE TEXAS FILM INDUSTRY TOWARD
FILM STUDIES CURRICULUM IN TEXAS INSTITUTIONS
OF HIGHER LEARNING Order No. 7824665

POTTER, Paul Eugene, Ph.D. North Texas State University,
1978. 236pp.

The problem with Which this investigation is concerned is
the ascertainment of the attitudes of members of the Texas film
industry toward the film curriculum offered in Texas institu-
tions of higher learning.

A revieti of the history of film as a course of study In the
United States was obtained from an extensive search of the lit-
erature. Chapter II pi esents the data on the history and de-
velopment of film studies as a system of education.

The current composition of film studies in Texas was de-
termined by contacting the persons moat closely associated
with the existent programs specifically identified to prepare
students for entry into professional film occupations. The
composition of film-studies curriculum in Texas institutions
of higher learning is recorded in Chapter III.

A questionnaire was developed to obtain data determining
the current attitudes of professional members of the Texas
film industry. The questionnaire was submitted to a panel of
distinguished Judges. These experts were asked to respond to
the clarity of directions for the questionnaire and the perti-
nence of the questions. Suggestions from the panel were in-
corporated into the questionnaire before preparation and dis-
tribution. The questionnaire was sent to two-hundred members
of the Texas filni industry chosen randomly from the.1977 edi-
tion of the Texas Production Manual. The data reported repre-
sent fifty -seven per cent of those sampled. Treatment of the
information from the questionnaire is recorded in Chapter IV.

The data generated by the procedures described in Chap-
ters II, III and IV reselted in the development of a philosophy
of education in film studies recorded in Chapter V.

A comparison of current curricula in fill9 studies to the
proposed philosophy with recommendations for modification
and development of a film-studies program for the state of
Texas based on the developed philosophy is recorded in Chap-
ter VI.

An undergraduate film program was developed offering the
prospective student who plans to seek a career goal of either
film maker or film scholar an opportunity to develop and p -sue
a prcgrarn leading to a Bache!, r of Arts degree or a Bachelor
of Science degree i,n Film Stu, mil. The prop am consists of a
university core and foundational, specialization, functional, and
general education strands with ae additional individually se-
lected modular unit of a second major that more accurately
supplements film knowledge, experience, and skills In order

"to become a master practitioner In the field of film making,
or film scholarship.

Based on the findings the following conclusions have been
reached.

There is not a high regard overall for film-studies pro-
grams in Texas institutions of higher learning within the film
industry. This may be overcome by an interaction of the pro-
fessional film community as an active participant in curric-
ulum planning and development. Of prime consideration should
be an assoriation of film schools coordinating programs in
cooperation with the Texas Film Commission.

An effective curriculum for film-studies education may be
organized by utilization of learning modules. This plan would
organize the learning experiences in a functional manner and
would move toward involvement of a career nature.

It is recommended that an experimental program be estab-
lished in an accredited university setting to test this instruc-
tional theory and the postulates underLying it, It is recom-
mended hat the postulates for this particular instructional
theory be researched and identified for applicability to other
disciplines. It is recommended that a graduate program be
developed for film studies on thle masters and doctoral level.

AN ASSESSMENT OF VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH
TELEVISION VIEWING AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON

\AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OF THIRD GRADE CHILDREN
Order No. 7900074

I 5

REYNOLDS, Jean Ellen, Ph.D. Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, 1978. 9Opp.' Major Professor: Dr. Nancy L.
Quisenberry

Purpose of the Study

An avid interest in the effect of television on our society
pee impetus to this study. The purpose of this investigation
was to assess factors commonly associated with television
viewing. Null hypotheses were tested to determine the signifi-
cance of the effects of each of the following factors on aggres-

121:havior of third grade children: violence on television,
of television viewed, Saturday moriling cartoons, sex,

soeio-economic level, and famllY status.

Sample

The sample included 108 third grade children, 53 girls and
55 boys in attendance at Carterville, Illinois Unit .5 Schools.
Different socio-economic levels were represented in three pa -
ticipating elementary schools within the district.

Methodology

As individual aggression index was determined by having
peers evaluate each child in the classroom on eigM behavior
items toy ranking them on a scale from 0-5. All scores on all
behaviors were totaled and a mean score was obtained as each
child's aggression meuure. An aggression score, as rated
by teachers, was determined in the same manner.

A listing of weekly television programs Was conetructed to
glee hours of viewing. Subjects were interviewed regarding the
i,rograrns regularly viewed each week. A fatal score in hours
gave the amount of viewing for one week for each child. Sep-
arate totals showed hours spent viewing cartoons on Saturday
morning.

A violence rating was determined for each child by totaling
the hours-spent welching violent prograrhe as-meaeured by a
combination of national violbnce ratings and a supplementary
list obtained from opinions of a panel of raters. Other Infor-
mation'pertinent to the study came from a questionnaire corn-
pleted by parents. Socio-economic level was ascertained by
using the two-factor index 5y Hollingshead consisting of occu-
pational and educational factors.

Amksis of Data

The data were analyzed using multiple linear regression.
A full l was developed using all independent variables con-
sideredminiethe etudy as possible contributors to aggressive be-
havior. Reetricted models were also formed to determine the



signifisence contributed by each independent-variable when cow-
pased to the full model. The hypotheses were tested using the
.011 level of significance. ,

The factors considered in the study were found to be signifi-
cant predictors of aggrusive behavior in third pads children
when emaidered altogether (.241, p< .05), but whomever as-
sessed singly there were no significant roan's. There was a.

-rmilalion of ,0041 between the peer-rating indu and the
teacher-rein index whenever aggressive behavior Cas being
amassed. Data also revealed that third grade children watch
m average of 30.1 hours per week, wtth 3.72 hours of thin time
spud viewing Saturday morning cartoons.

Omissions, Implications and Recommendations

Saes none of ihe single factors assessed la this study was
found to contribute significantly to aggressive behavior of third
paders, it Cas concluded thst other factors should be con-
sidered in future research. It may be implied-from the roadie
that such things as parental influence and other environmental
etstributors are important I developing children's attitudes
and behavior. Further study involving longitudinal research
within a child's natural environment would provide more niese-_
log when investigating the consistency of a child's behavior over
a period of time.

-

BROADCAST SALES TRAINING IN HIGHER EDUCATION,
A NATIONAL SURVEY OF COMMERCIAL RADIO SALES '
MANAGERS 1

Order'No. 7912495

SMITH, George Edward, Ed.D. Northern Illinois University,
1978. 183pp.

The problem facing broadcast educators is that the tradi-
tional broadcast educ tion program has been shown, in the
opinions of some broa ters, to be ineffective in the area
of broadcast sales training. The purpose of this study was to
determine whether training Nered outside the traditional
broadcast educ,tion program lluld benefit students planning
to enter the fie. of broadcast es upon graduation. Three
hundred thirty c ,rnercial radio sales managers participated
in the study.

The survey questionnaire, which achieved a return of 38.2
percent, presented respondents with a series of eight attitudi-
nal statements concerning broadcast sales training, and a list
of eighteen college course titles representing courses in broad-
casting, buelness, and the:liberal arts. The courses were oval-
tasted in termaof the respondents' perception of value for pro-
spective broadcast sales personnel. The attitudinal items
were evaluated on a five-point Likert scale with values ranging
from °Strongly agree" to °Strongly disagree."

Categories for cross-breaks ind analysis included the geo-
graphic region of respondents' stations, the classifications Of
.respondents' stations, respondents' educational level, and type
of baccalaureate degree (for college graduates). These demo-
graphic variable!. were used in analysis of variance for all
sutvey items.

All survey rel''' Ility checks were significant at the .001
level.

The following conclusfons were drawn by the reseahcher
as a result of the survey,

1. A college degree Is not essential for a person planning
a career in the field of broadcast sales.

2. Graduates of most broadcast education programs are
not prepared to assume positions of responsibility in the field
of brsadcast sales.

3. A degree in business, management, or marketing Is
more valuable than a degree in broadcasting for students plan-
ning to enter the field of broadcast sales upon grailuation.

4. Certain businesa courses ihould be required of students
planning to enter the field of broadcast sales upon graduation.

5. Several significant relationships exist between the var-
loos demographic variabled and commercial radio sales man-
agers' attitudee concerning broadcast sales training.

Given the limited scope of this stud and the limited per-
spective of the survey respondents, tb researcher has con-
claded that som* modification of the traditional broadcast

education program might produce graduates who are b3tter
prepared for Careers In broadcut sales.

Although the eighteen college courses represented offs-begs
from broadcasting, business, and the liberal arts, the causes',
selected did not hecessarily represent these areas in an ob-
*tie. manner. Therefore; any attempt to genergize N.om the
selected courses to all courses in broadcasting, business, and
tke liberal arts would be lnappropriake.. While they may be
"typical" courses from each area, they are not °average
courses from each area.

The future consideration of broadcast 6les training within
the broadcast educatiori program should not force inconsistency
in.the stated goals of the program, department, or college. The
clarification of petue goals will benefit" the educatoi,
broadcaster, and st ent, so that each understands thestrengths
and weaknesses of broadcast education as it relates to broad-
cast sales training.

SOCIALIZATION INFLUENCES OF TELEVISION COMMER-
CIALS ON PRESCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN

`I
. Order No. 7912417

VALDEZ, i emando, Ph.D. Stanford Universit 1979. 325pp.

/ This study examines the long-term socialjzation effects of
televiiion commercials on preschooM-age children. Televielote
commercials are conceptualized as culthral artifacts and like
all cultural products reflect the world-Views of the sociocul-
tural system that produces them. The socialization effects of
television commercials are thus examined as a sOcial process
within the broad parameters of the entire social structure.
This perspective posits concentric spheres of Influence on the
child. The child is seen as interacting with and being corre-
spondingly influenced by his immediate family and by tele-
vision, in that order.

This study of socialization effects of television commercials
on ireschool-age children consists of the fol!awing four intte-
related substudies:

1. a children's exposure patterns substudy that plovides
.. an explicit profile of the television viewing habits orPreschool-

age children; .

2. a content analysis substudy that examines the values and
roles projected by the television commercials most viewed by
preschool-age children;

3. a field etudy that explores the exposure patterns of pre-
schoolets in their househeld settings to assess the role of tele-
vision in preschool households; and

tr
,

on4. a suctural lysts of the children's televisi market
that examines the inst kelonal character of the broadcast and
advertising industries %oath a focus on their economic structure.

Summary of Main Findings \
The analysis of preschooldr exposure patterns revealed

that the majority of preschooter!s viewing occurs daring cer-
tain peak periods. The largest preschool audience occurs on
Saturday mornings, followed by/weekend evenings. Preschool-
er.' viewing was found to be highly correlated to the viewing
patterns of their six to eleven year-old siblings. The content
analysis of television commereials to which preschoolers are
commonly exposed revealed 'dial role portrayals of males and
females reflected the traditignal roles of male dominance and
female subordinance. imbedded in many commercial messages
were the overriding emphasis on resolving problems through
the consumption of goods and services. These commercials
stressed the purchase of commodities as a problem-solving
strategy that unequivocally led to a desirable outcome. Food
ada stressed self-indulgence arid immediate gratification; how-
ever, this theme was evident In ads for other products as well.
The nutrit al information conveyed by food ads was sparse
end often rdered on deception. Consequently, preschoolers
for whom television ads constitute the sole source of i utri-
tional informat.ion may in fact be nutritional illiterate,.

The field study of preschooler television households re-
vealed a very stable and predictable pattern within each pre-
schooler television household; however, the pattern itself was
not the same across all preschooler households. A preliminary



typology capreschuoler television households demonstrated
thM preschooler viewing patterns were a useful indicator for

usehold viewing patterns and family structure as well. Fac-
tors such as family sizeind number of older siblirks were re-
flicted in the preschoolef's viewing behavior. Perhaps the
most important finding was a preschooler patterawhieh showed
television viewing as an activity-surrogate rather than as a
caretaker, i.e., babysitter or pacifier, as is commonly pre-
monied.

The institutional analysis of the children's television market
identifies the enormous importance of economic factors which
propel the images and messages that find their way to the tele-
vision screen and ultimately to the children viewers. The mar-
keting function of television and the high levels of economic
concentration were found to be the motive force and thus two
defining features ofihe children's television market.

Conclusions

The theoretical implications of this study are that social-
ization effects of television must be examined and explained
within the context of the viewing household and the parameters
of commercial broadcasting. The basic contribution of tele-
vision coMmercials in early childhood socialization is topro-
vide. etrly lessons on the capitalist consumption ethic. Re-
forms of children's television should be rooted in this reality.

A COMPARATIVE EFFECTS,ST6Y OF ADVERTISING
PUFFERY: AN EXPERIMENT Order No. 7911722

VANDEN BERGH, Bruce Gerard, Ph.D. The University of
Tennessee, 1978. 16Opp. Major Professor: Jack B. Haskins

The purpose of this study Farr to experimentally test the
relative effects of advertising puffery against the effects of re-
alistic and understated advertising messages. Hypotheses were
pnerated from assimilation-contrast theory which predicted
the effect of nurnipulared discrepancies between a product as
deplited in the treatment advertisements and the actual product
on the following dependent variables: (1) The confirmation or
disconfirmatien of expe.etations, (2) change in message eval-L
uatioes, (3) change in company elialuations, (4) change in"%-
messagr credibility, and (5) change in intent to purchase the
advertised product. Subjects' initial expectations for the ad-
vertised product before experiencing the manipulated discrep-
Andes were also measured.

A comparative treatments laboratory experiment was exe-
cuted and data gathered from 81 students attending summer
session claeses at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Subjects were randomly assigned to each of three treatment
groups. One group received a puffed newspaper advertisement,
one a realistic newspaper ad, and ona an understated news-
paper ad for a ballpoint pen. After exposure to the treatment
ads, each subject rated the pa depicted in the ad on a product
rating scale. Subjects also evaluated tne message and sponsor-
ing company, rated the message's credibility, arid indicated
intent to purchase the pen. Message and company evaluations
were measured with nets of semantic scaler; specially devel-
oped for each Rem evaluated, Message credibility and intent
tt purchass were indicated on zero to TOO rating scales. Atter
these procedures, all subjects were given a pen comparable in
value to the arta depicted in the realistic newspaper ad. Sub-
jscte were given a chance to inspect and use tha pen. They
were them asked if the pen was muci: hatter, better, about the
same, worse, or much cvorse than the pen depicted In the news -
paper ad. The product rating scale was administered again at
this point in the eaperiment. Next, eubjects were exposed to
the treatment ads again and the memsage and company evalua-
tions, 'message credibility rating, imd intent to purchase mea-
sure repeated. Measures taken before exposure to the pen were
ubtrarted from those taken afterward to generate change
eco...es for each treatnwnt group that were aubsegeently treed
in the analysis of the data.

Results reported appear to ehow that are use of puffery in
advertising messages leads to several negative effects, The
use of puffery events to produce a disci (Taney between expec-
tations for product value and actual produrt value jhat !Ws tn
a negativ e. change in (0 consumer attitudes toward the MCA -
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sage arid sponsoring company, (2) message credibility, (3) and
intssnt to purchase the product. Understatement of product
value, on the other.hand, seems to have a positive effect on
these variables once people have used thCadvertised product.

The realistic message in this study produced an overall
more negative effect than predicted, although this effest still
fell between that produced by the puffed and understated mes-
ages.

Cate ion is suggested in interpreting these findings, as they
caly apply to the very special experimental situation created
for this study and the limited population sampled. The possi-
bility of confounding effects from the order in which treatments
and measures were presented, and the repetition of measures
IS eat duly noted.
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